
SEAL-TIGHT ADAPTER
SELECTION GUIDE

After verifying your brand/style of syringe, please note the quantity you require below.
Please complete all requested information and fax to 800-638-7390.

Quantity - 77021_______ 77025_______ 77024_______

Name/Office ______________________________________________________________________

Key Contact(s) ____________________________________________________________________

Street ____________________________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________________ State ________ Zip__________________

Phone (_____ ) _________________ Fax (_____ ) _________________

Kerr TotalCare
1717 West Collins Avenue
Orange, CA 92867 USA

Phone- 800.841.1428
Fax- 800.638.7390
KerrTotalCare.com
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ADDITIONAL GUIDELINES FOR SEAL-TIGHT ADAPTERS

77021 –“A”– Adec Style: This adapter will fit ALL Adec Style syringes as refer-
enced on the Adapter Selection Guide, regardless of whether they have been
previously converted with Sani-Tip or Pro-Tip adapters. The key to recognizing if
the syringe is an Adec Style, is after the original fitting or the Sani-Tip or Pro-Tip
adapter is removed, the size of the hole in the face of the syringe is the diame-
ter of a pencil or approximately 5/16 of an inch in diameter.
(Includes: Adec, Ampco, Aseptico, Beaverstate, Belmont, DentalEZ, Dentrex, Empire, Forest,
Hampton, Healthco, MDT, Parkell, Robbins, Schein Euro-C, Scope, Unitek, Vacudent, Viking)

77024 – STANDARD “P”– Press Ring Style: This adapter, like the “A”, must be
screwed into the syringe. This MUST be used when the syringe has been previ-
ously converted to Sani-Tip or Pro-Tip, since the original Press Ring mechanism
is usually gone from the office. The key to recognizing if the syringe is a Press
Ring Style, is after the fitting is removed, the size of the hole in the face of the
syringe is the diameter of a dime or approximately 11/16 of an inch in diameter.
(Includes: Belmont, Biotec, DCI, Dentech, Kavo, Marus, Pelton & Crane, Planmeca, Proma)

77025 – QUICK CONNECT “P”– Press Ring Style: This is to be used on any
Press Ring Style syringe that has not previously been converted in any way, and
the original Press Ring mechanism is intact.

NOTE: There are two other adapters that are rarely used, the “D” (Dental-Ez)
and “M” (Engle-Marco). Both of these syringes will be marked with the logo of the
company, and if you suspect that these are the syringes that your office has,
please call Customer Care at 800-841-1428.
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